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I and Buy TV map website installation 

Congratulations your company has purchased the; I and Buy system from 911 

World; www.iandbuy.com .   

In order to view your Live Broadcast we need to insert the viewing page aka the 

TV Map into your Corporate Website.  All Live Broadcasts will viewed here! 

The following instructions will allow you to insert our “TV Map” into your 

corporate website.   

We suggest that a Webmaster perform the following installation.  If you like our 

team can do the installation for a cost of $ 75.00. 

Your website requires ssl (Secure Socket Layer) for the API (Application 

programming interface) to work or else it will only show an error in the TV map 

preview video even if you run your flash.  

Please Note: You will need to have access to the “Client Access and Set up” 

document that we sent to your System Administrator.  

To install the TV map please follow these instructions 

 First determine where in your website you wish to add this page.   

o Please Note: you should update your website to inform your 

visitors that this amazing feature now exists. 

o Next locate in your program where you want to add the API. 

 Then add this code to your program:  
 

<?php  

 $data = json_encode( 

  array( 

  'token' => 'ADD YOUR INSTANCE CODE HERE', 

  'token_secret' => 'IUHKJH*&*' 

  ) 

 ); 

 $curl = curl_init(); 

     

  curl_setopt_array($curl, array( 

   CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER => 1, 

   CURLOPT_URL => 'https://www.iandbuy.com/map-tv/map/', 

   CURLOPT_USERAGENT => 'fosBot', 

   CURLOPT_AUTOREFERER => TRUE, 
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   CURLOPT_REFERER => site_url(), 

   CURLOPT_POST => 1, 

   CURLOPT_POSTFIELDS => array( 'data' => $data) 

  )); 

     

 $resp = curl_exec($curl);  

 curl_close($curl);  

 ?> 

<?=$resp;?>  

 

 Save your work and refresh your website.  You now have a TV map.   

In the event that you have some troubles please email our team at: 

support@iandbuy.com   

 

Thank you and enjoy your own TV Channel. 

The I and Buy Team. 
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